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MY.GAMES – A ~YEAR AFTER
We hosted our initial teach-in on the Games division last May. Below are the highlights around
progress made since around execution on MY.GAMES strategy, including around further
diversification, globalization and growth in market share

+8 new launches
Including 4 mobile, 2 PC, 2 console
and 80 Games in operation currently

+12 games in
development

+27% in users

+26% revenue

To 700 m in registrations

For MY.GAMES in 2019, in line with set midterm targets. MY.GAMES is now among top-50
games companies globally

+300 employees
To 1800+ in total, with Games being our
largest division in terms of headcount

+3 new studios
With 12 in-house and 23 MGVC studios

To 15+ in total

MY.GAMES Store launch
With own and third-party PC titles available to users on one platform
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* Source: Internal data

GAMES MARKET VALUE
MY.GAMES has been growing revenues ~3x faster than total games market over the past four years

Global Games Market Value*

MY.GAMES Revenue
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* Source: Newzoo, April 2020

AUDIENCE GROWTH
The number of registered MY.GAMES players at the end of the 1H20 reached ~700mn* globally, while MAU grew
by 50%+ over the last three years

New Registered Users

* registered accounts have been counted since 2013

Monthly Active Users
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REVENUE SPLIT BY REGION
MY.GAMES continues to transform from a local into a competitive international player with focus on
NA and EU regions, aiming for >80% of revenues from international markets by FY22
Market Regional Split*

MY.GAMES Regional Split
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* Source: Newzoo, April 2020. Updated calculation method includes full revenues of MY.GAMES, including advertising.

RATIONALE BEHIND INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION
MY.GAMES continues to hold a leading position on the Russian gaming market. However, as the global
gaming market is ~80x larger than the local market (~$150bn vs. ~$2bn in 2019 resp), MY.GAMES
continues to expand globally in order to maximize growth and scale
MY.GAMES Revenue Split*

International Revenue Split*

Total Top 10 International
territories:

63%

69%
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* Source: Newzoo, Internal data.

REVENUE SPLIT BY PLATFORM
Global games market growth continues to be driven mainly by mobile, while PC & console remain
largely stable. Hence, our continued focus on mobile as well, with targeted ~80% share of mobile
revenue by FY22
Market Value Split*

MRG Games Revenue Split
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* Source: Newzoo, April 2020. Updated calculation method includes full revenues of MY.GAMES, including advertising.

RATIONALE BEHIND THE ONGOING SHIFT TO MOBILE
MY.GAMES has been pursuing a strategy of shifting from a PC business towards mobile and plans to
generate 80%+ of revenues from mobile by FY22. This means transition towards lower level of margins
but allows for double digit revenue growth while minimizing risks coming from significant upfront
investment requirements during РС development
Share of Mobile Revenue
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* Source: Internal data, Wood & Co

PEERS
Global games companies offer vast differences in their profitability and growth profiles, which depend on: 1)
split by platform; 2) scale; 3) licensing vs own IP; 4) access to franchise titles; 5) breadth of portfolio
including activity around new launches, among other factors. Our core peers should be seen as mobilefocused gaming companies given the vast difference in profitability between mobile and other platforms,
which is structural
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* Source: Internal data, Bloomberg, CapitalIQ

TOP GLOBAL GAMING COMPANIES
With tens of thousands of gaming companies in the world MY.GAMES is already among the top-50 players ($483mn
revenue in 2019) with a goal to be among top-25 largest global players in the medium term. This will require
MY.GAMES to grow ~3x, which we believe is achievable due to fact that MY.GAMES expanded by ~3x over the past
4 years

Number of gaming publishers / developers
for different platforms

Top Global Gaming Companies

tens of thousands

thousands

$1,3Bn+
in 2019.

hundreds
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* Source: Internal data, Newzoo, AppAnnie

OUR STRATEGIC PILLARS
1.Diversified Portfolio
Maintain a well-diversified portfolio,
with a constant flow of products with
high potential, including through
value-accretive M&A

2. International Expansion
Boost international expansion,
including through partnership
with local experts

4. Global Brand
3. Franchise Development
Create and develop own viable
gaming franchises as WF, WR,
HC, with focus on own IP

Grow MY.GAMES
brand ensuring its high recognition
and positive perception among
players, partners and employees

5. Grow Talents
Build a strongly performing team
with an agile mindset and versatile
professional capabilities
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* Source: Internal data

MY.GAMES ECOSYSTEM
MY.GAMES is a well-balanced combination of versatile games creative production capacities and a powerful
set of shared ecosystem services, which allow us to reduce hit-driven business risk while we continue to
invest resources into people and talents and scale this approach
Content Delivery
Capacities

10 in-house dev studios

112 titles launched
15 titles in development

Gaming-related
B2C & B2B projects
Ecosystem Services
accessible to all studios

Licensing

Development

Bus Dev and Global
Operation Department

Gaming Media

61 titles launched

Gaming Platform

Investment

MGVC (M&A arm)
5 acquisitions
23 early-stage investments

Gaming Services

Management &
Sharing Experience

HR / Legal /
Finance

Platforms
Relationship

Marketing &
PR

Analytic &
technologies

Publishing &
Tech Support
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* Source: Internal data, since 2013

IN-HOUSE DEV STUDIOS & PUBLISHERS
MY.GAMES portfolio includes 12 in-house studios covering development and publishing. Each Studio
has its own unique culture and business approach towards reaching set results
2009
12

Swag Masha

11

Panzerdog

10

Whalekit

9

Bit.Games

8

Pixonic

7

Fast Forward

6

Pushkin Studio

5

Nord Studio (inc Beingame)

4

ITT Studio

3

Allods Russia

2

GOD*

1

MY.GAMES Store**

* GOD – Games Operation Department

2010

2011

** former Platform dept

2012

2013

Mobile Developers

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

PC / Console Developers & Publishers
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* Source: Internal data

MY.GAMES STRUCTURE
MY.GAMES offers a well-diversified portfolio of studios with established titles and experienced management teams
with strong technical education, as most of the managers have graduated from top Russian technical universities.
The average management experience in the industry is 15 years

* >80% headcount is in Tech Support, Marketing and Analytic & technologies
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M&A TRACK RECORD
Our M&A strategy is focused on acquiring products and studios, which can leverage synergies with the
broader MY.GAMES ecosystem in order to grow own business value multiple times
M&A focus areas:

- Small, early-stage companies with the
prospect of capturing possible future
value creation (Pixonic)
- Studios that specialize in development
of games in a genre for which
MY.GAMES has no internal expertise
(Swag Masha)
- Studios with an under-monetized or
under-engaged audience for the purpose
of using MY.GAMES’ internal analytics,
product development, live operations,
and user acquisition systems to increase
the acquisition property’s value (Bit
Games, Beingame)
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* Source: Internal data

RECENT LAUNCHES
Our diverse production facilities and partner approach to Studio management ensure constant updates of the
product line-up with strong new games as a necessary condition for our stable and solid growth. There are 15
games currently in development across PC/consoles & mobile, 6 of them can be ready for release in H2 2020,
although current focus remains on further enhancement of titles in operation and post-lockdown user retention given
solid execution towards 2020 budget
Left to Survive
Armored Warface
Assault

Space Justice
Zero City
Bombastic Brothers
American Dad
Love Sick
Tacticool
Evolution 2

Eternal

Pathfinder Kingmaker
B2P

Conqueror's Blade
Lost Ark

Skyforge

Armored Warfare

PS4 & Xbox

PS4 & Xbox

Hustle Castle
Juggernaut
Planet of Heroes
Champions
Hawk
Jungle Clash
Juggernaut Wars

Revelation

Warface Breakout
PS4 & Xbox - B2P
Warface Switch

Warface PS4 & Xbox
2016
* Source: Internal data

2017

2018

World Above
Warface GO
Dino Squad

2019

2020H1
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REVENUE DIVERSIFICATION
MY.GAMES portfolio includes ~80 games in operation (new launches and back-catalog). Revenue
structure is well-diversified across platforms, with focus on own IP, but also access to licensing and
contribution from M&A. Top 5 games account for < 70% of total revenue, down from 73% in 2017. Nearly
50% of revenues comes from titles, which are 5+ years in operation
Top 10 Titles, 2020H1

Revenue Structure
Share of total gaming revenue
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* Source: Internal data

GENRES DIVERSIFICATION
We develop games in genres targeting the broadest possible audience. Our key genre expertise is
in the shooter genre, which is among the most popular globally (e.g. Breakout). But we are also
constantly looking for new genres and their combinations to expand our audience (e.g.Hustle
Castle)
Global Genres Portfolio
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* Source: Internal data

HIGH PRODUCT RANKINGS
Five of our mobile games are among the Top-200 highest-grossing games in major European
countries, putting MY.GAMES among the top-10 game publishers in Europe by the number of
hits and among the top-20 in the US, top-2 global games market
Key European Countries*

United States of America
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Source: App Annie, August 2020, Internal data

TOP TITLES: WARFACE FRANCHISE
Warface is our most diversified franchise, which has been demonstrating consistent revenue growth for the
past 6 years. Warface is now available on five platforms across PC, console and mobile. In May 2020
MY.GAMES launched Warface: Breakout, a premium P2P tactical first-person shooter on Xbox One and
PlayStation 4

Warface CIS
PC
* excluding corporate allocations

+ Warface WW
PC

+Warface
PS/Xbox

+WF: Mobile
+WF: Breakout
+WF Nintendo
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TOP TITLES: WAR ROBOTS
War Robots is the most successful product in our current product line. It has been demonstrating stable growth
of all financial indicators throughout its life cycle with significant growth of margin from 10% in 2016 to 46% in
2019

* excluding corporate allocations
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TOP TITLES: WAR ROBOTS
Our top games get top reviews. The key positive reviews
on War Robots focus on: Good gameplay, robots
customisation and PVP
“Awesome why not love it, it is a great game with immersive
gameplay and lots of customization option for your robots the
system for multiplayer is great, and I am an of of the game
playing since 2014 and it has evolved into a fantastic game I
reccomend as I also play it!”
“This is one of the best online pvp game I have ever played”
“This game is one my best that I ever played. I’ve been
playing this game now for 10years and it’s still good”

The key negative reviews: requirement to spend
money to progress
22
* Source: AppAnnie, US, iOS version

TOP TITLES: HUSTLE CASTLE FRANCHISE
Нustle Сastle is among the most successful in-house developed gaming projects. HC proven game mechanics was
re-applied in the new products to form a strong franchise and boost our expertise in RPG strategies genre.
Operating all three products in one studio-hub (Studio Nord Hub) allows not only to optimize the expenses, but also
to get maximum benefits from new content and monetisation updates

Hustle Castle
* excluding corporate allocations

+ American Dad
+Zero City
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TOP TITLES: HUSTLE CASTLE
The key positive reviews: solid graphics, good gameplay
and a player vs. player (PVP) mode, and interesting
storylines.
“All I have to say is good graphics!! Fun story mode!!
Interesting quest!! Awsome!! Way better than fallout
shelter!!! Download now!!!”
“Awesome game I love it. Animations very good,
gameplay interesting, system very fun5 stars”
“I love this game it’s so much fun this type of game is
what I have been waiting for! Hurry and download it but
warning, you might get addicted!”
“If you wanna know if this game is good...I thought
clash of clans was boring...this is a lot of fun”

The key negative reviews: requirement to spend
money to progress, a lack of in-game balance, data
lags and cheating.
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* Source: AppAnnie, US, iOS version

KEY FINANCIAL INDICATORS
We are fully focused on progressing towards our mid-term strategic goal to be among top-25 global
gaming companies by revenue, while increasing our EBITDA to ~RUB10bn in 2022 (2x vs 2018
level) and providing grounds for low to mid twenties EBITDA margin through the cycle

* Including corporate allocations
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
●

20+ years of industry experience

●

Proven track record with growth 3x faster than the broader games market since 2016
and top-50 positioning globally in terms of revenues today

●

Evolution from a Russian PC business to a global mobile-focused gaming ecosystem,
with >70% international revenue share

●

Diversified portfolio of gaming products and services with active new product line-up
and focus on own IP (>90% of revenues), unified under MY.GAMES brand

●

Successful and disciplined M&A track record, with <10% annual contribution of M&A
towards achieved revenue targets

●

Aiming for top-25 revenue position globally, with superior margins among mobilefocused gaming businesses
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For further information please contact:
Tatiana Volochkovich
Mail.ru Group, Director of Investor Relations
Office: +7-495-7250-6357 x 3434
Mobile: +7 905 594 6604
E-mail: ir@corp.mail.ru / t.volochkovich@corp.mail.ru

Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared by Mail.ru Group Limited (the “Company”) and comprises the written materials for a presentation to syndicate research analysts or certain institutional investors.
Matters discussed in this presentation may constitute forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements include statements concerning plans, objectives, goals, strategies, future events or performance, and underlying assumptions and
other statements, which are other than statements of historical facts. The words “believe”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “intend”, “estimate”, “forecast”, “project”, “will”, “may”, “should” and similar expressions identify forward-looking statements but are not
the exclusive means of identifying such statements. Forward-looking statements appear in a number of places in this presentation and may include statements regarding: strategies, outlook and growth prospects; future plans, expectations,
projections and potential for future growth; plans or intentions relating to acquisitions; future revenues and performance; l iquidity, capital resources and capital expenditures; economic outlook and industry trends; the impact of regulatory initiatives;
competitive strengths and weaknesses; and the strengths of competitors. The forward-looking statements in this presentation are based upon various assumptions, many of which are based, in turn, upon further assumptions, including, without
limitation, management’s examination of historical operating trends, data contained in Company records and other data available from third parties. Although the Company believes that these assumptions were reasonable when made, these
assumptions are inherently subject to significant known and unknown risks, uncertainties, contingencies and other important factors which are difficult or impossible to predict and are beyond its control. Such risks, uncertainties, contingencies and
other important factors could cause the actual results of the Company or the industry to differ materially from those results expressed or implied in this presentation by such forward-looking statements. No representation is made that any of these
forward-looking statements or forecasts will come to pass or that any forecast result will be achieved and you are cautioned not to place any undue influence on any forward-looking statement. No one undertakes to publicly update or revise any
such forward-looking statement.
Investment in the GDRs may involve substantial risk. References to future returns are not promises or even estimates of actual returns an investor may achieve. The forecasts contained herein are for illustrative purposes only and are not to be
relied upon as advice or interpreted as a recommendation. The information herein reflects the Company’s judgement of the prevailing conditions as of this date, all of which are subject to change. Past performance or experience does not
necessarily give a guide for the future. Neither the delivery of this presentation nor any further discussions with any recipient shall, under any circumstances, create any implication that there has been no change in the affairs of the Company since
such date.
This presentation does not constitute or form a part of, and should not be construed as, an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities of the Company and neither this presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the
basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any offer or commitment whatsoever.
The Company's shares and GDRs have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended. Securities may not be offered or sold in the United States absent registration under that Act or an available
exemption from it, and the Company does not intend to make a public offer of any securities in the United States
Within the member states of the European Economic Area (the “EEA”) this presentation is only addressed to and directed at persons who are “qualified investors” (“Qualified Investors”) within the meaning of Article 2(1)(e) of the Prospectus
Directive (Directive 2003/71/EC) (including any relevant implementing measure in each relevant member state of the EEA). In addition, in the United Kingdom, this presentation is being distributed only to, and is directed only at (i) Qualified
Investors who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, as amended (the “Order”) or high net worth entities falling
within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order, or (ii) persons to whom it may otherwise lawfully be communicated (all such persons in this paragraph collectively being referred to as “Relevant Persons”). This presentation must not be acted on or relied
on (i) in the United Kingdom, by persons who are not Relevant Persons, and (ii) in any member state of the European Economic Area other than the United Kingdom, by persons who are not Qualified Investors. Any investment or investment
activity to which this presentation relates is available only to Relevant Persons or will be engaged in only with Relevant Persons.
The information and opinions contained in this presentation are for background purposes only and do not purport to be full or complete. No reliance may be placed for any purpose on the information or opinions contained in this presentation or
their accuracy or completeness. No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in this presentation by the Company and no liability is accepted
by us for the accuracy or completeness of any such information or opinions.
The information in this presentation is being circulated on a confidential basis, and is neither to be disclosed to any other person, nor copied or reproduced, in any form, in whole or in part without the Company’s prior consent.
By accepting delivery of this presentation you agree to be bound by the foregoing terms and acknowledge that you will be solely responsible for your own assessment of the market, the market position of the Company and the GDRs and that you
will conduct your own analysis and be solely responsible for forming your own view of the potential future performance of the Company’s business
.

